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30 JAN 14: Practical Guidance on the FIDIC Suite
of Contracts
Eversheds, Newcastle upon Tyne, 6pm
Bookings: Serena Ronan +44 (0)161 972 3100
sronan@cices.org www.cices.org/n_counties
David Moss, a partner in Eversheds’
construction litigation group, will talk about
standard terms and the FIDIC approach. He
will cover common/recommended
amendments, increased use of FIDIC
contracts in the UK, common problems and
the use of dispute adjudication boards.
Refreshments will be provided.

ICES North West & North Wales
Mark Hudson is to take over the region
chair from Peter Randles in January 2014.
Mr Hudson is a former chair of ICES Ireland
and Northern Ireland.
ICES NWNW would like to thank Greg
Buckley and Emily Walling of Eversheds’
Manchester construction team for another
excellent CPD presentation on 26
November. Members were treated to an
excellent case law roundup, followed by a
hot and cold buffet with festive beverages.
14 JAN 14: Committee meeting
ICES HQ, 6pm for 6.30pm
23 JAN 14: Chinese meal
Little Yang Sing Restaurant, Manchester, 7pm
Bookings: Serena Ronan +44 (0)161 972 3100
sronan@cices.org
www.cices.org/north-west-north-wales
A regional social evening in Manchester’s
China Town. £10 per head for a threecourse meal. Prior booking essential.
18 MAR 14: AGM
ICES HQ, 6pm for 6.30pm

ICES Scotland
04 FEB 14: Offshore oil and gas decommissioning
MMS, Edinburgh, 6pm for 6.30pm
Bookings: Serena Ronan +44 (0)161 972 3100
sronan@cices.org www.cices.org/scotland/
An evening seminar looking at the
challenges and opportunities in offshore oil
and gas decommissioning.
19 FEB 14: Top ten things to know about dispute
resolution in construction
MMS, Edinburgh, 6pm for 6.30pm
Bookings: Serena Ronan +44 (0)161 972 3100
sronan@cices.org www.cices.org/scotland/
Kirsti Olson and Nicole Hatch will offer
practical advice about dealing with disputes
under construction contracts whether
during the project or after it has finished,
covering adjudication, litigation, arbitration,
mediation and dispute review boards.
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From left to right: Peter Randles hands over the chair of ICES North West & North Wales to Mark Hudson; Andrew Keung, Honby Chan and
LC Yu at the construction management conference; and Miranda Lui with organisers of the Macau quantity surveying conference.

ICES South East
10 JAN 14: ICES SE annual dinner
Bordellos Restaurant, London
Bookings: nboriel@icloud.com
Members need to confirm attendance and if they are bringing a guest to the dinner at
Bordellos in Wapping.
23 JAN 14: UK GeoForum lecture
RICS HQ, London, 6pm
Bookings: pgsupport@rics.org
David Overton, MD of SplashMaps and former innovation manager at Ordnance Survey,
will talk about weaving a new genre of mapping. All ICES members and non-members are
welcome.
13 MAR 14: AGM
Location TBC.
For updated regional listings visit www.cices.org/regions

Andrew Winston Morley 1948-2013
Andrew Morley was a longstanding
member of ICES and the institution
benefited from his time and experience
over a period of nearly 40 years.
He was a true quantity surveyor,
specialising in the practices of
measurement, taking off, working up and
preparing bills of quantities. When QS
colleagues around him were moving
towards commercial, risk and project
management, contractual and
procurement choice and dispute
resolution specialisms, Andrew remained
committed to the technical expertise of traditional quantity surveying and his company,
CCM Associates, specialised in this. His overseas ventures, notably in Iraq, Hong Kong and
Nigeria, gave him a great breadth of experience in the application of these practices in
differing circumstances.
He joined ICES in 1975 and was a keen supporter of the International Federation of
Surveyors (FIG). He was instrumental in the formation of commission 10; dedicated to
construction economics. He went on to chair the commission for four years. He was a
member of the ICES International Affairs Committee and over the years of his involvement
with the institution served on regional and publications committees. Stephen Booth, a
former editor of Civil Engineering Surveyor, remembers sharing a car with Andrew and the
late Mike Fort when attending ICES meetings during the 1970s. Andrew’s conservatism,
tempered by Mike’s socialism and Stephen’s liberalism, made for some lively journeys!
Lifelong friendships were cemented; a common theme in the early days of ICES and a
footing of comradeship on which the institution still stands.
With contributions from John Bacon and Stephen Booth
Andrew Morley is pictured at his investiture as chair of FIG commission 10 with former FIG presidents Stig Enemark and Holger Magel.

